Create special folders
Create your own personally defined folders to
easily retrieve specific patients or results. Choose
between ‘Patient’ folders that always store that
patient’s latest results (e.g. Diabetics or Company
XYZ Staff), or ‘Report’ folders that store specific
episodes (e.g. Interesting Episodes).

Securely share
reports with colleagues

Request additional
tests electronically^

Provide your colleagues with securely transmitted
pathology reports. Simply enter their email address, a
PIN number and their mobile phone number (optional)
into your handheld device. An email will be sent to
them with a link to their PDF report, providing secure
and simple downloading. This feature can also be
used to securely send results to patients without any
administration or postage at your end.

Introducing a revolution in
mobile pathology results

Additional tests on existing specimens* can be
ordered electronically up to 5 days after collection,
saving the time and inconvenience involved
with collection of a second sample. (*If sufficient
specimen remains in a suitable tube).

Accessing Sonic Dx
Sonic Dx is now available for
download at the App Store



Current Webster users can login to Sonic Dx with
their existing Webster username and password.
New users will need to apply for a username and
password at sonicdx.sonichealthcare.com.au once
the app is downloaded onto your mobile device.

Create a Watched list

What about Webster?
Sonic Dx replaces Webster Mobile as our
mobile results app. Webster desktop will still
function as normal in the short-term, but will
also be transitioned to Sonic Dx over the next
few months. We will advise you when this
becomes available.

Nominate patients to be added to your Watched list,
and include your own brief note about why they are
being monitored. These patients will be listed in blue
every time their results appear so they can be easily
identified. Watched patients could include people with
a specific condition that is being closely monitored, or
cases in which you have a special interest or obligation.

Now available at

14 GIFFNOCK AVENUE • MACQUARIE PARK • NSW 2113 • AUSTRALIA
TEL (02) 98 555 444 • FAX (02) 9878 5066
MAIL ADDRESS • LOCKED BAG 145 • NORTH RYDE • NSW 1670 • AUSTRALIA

www.sonichealthcare.com
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^Electronic requesting of tests may not be available at all labs

Android app coming soon

Simple, fast, intuitive mobile results

Sonic Dx is a revolution in mobile results access. This feature-rich app is
fast, easy to use and intuitive. It has been developed especially for mobile
devices, giving you rapid access to results when and where you need them.
Sonic Dx’s enhanced functionality allows you to easily customise your
reporting workflow to your individual needs.

Improved
search
Search using one or a variety
of different criteria including
convenient shorthand date ranges
(e.g. key 30 for ‘last 30 days’)

Clean, clear design
Sonic Dx's clean design and intuitive navigation
allows you to easily retrieve and interpret your
patients’ results.

Cumulative results
and graphing
View tabular and graphical cumulative results,
and easily search earlier patient episodes.

Quick, secure
re-entry to the site
Automatic lock-out after 5 minutes
of inaction to protect sensitive data.
Simple re-entry via your chosen
4-digit PIN-code.

Filter results by location
and other options
Instantly filter the patients in your in tray by
changing your location when you arrive at a
different clinic, hospital, nursing home, etc. You
can also filter your results by time, urgency etc.

